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CONSUMER BEHAVIOR TOWARDS RETAIL OUTLETS IN INDIA:
LITERATURE REVIEW
K.S.Raja Shekar Reddy∗
Dr. J.V. Rangeswara Reddy∗∗

ABSTRACT
Indian retailing is in any respect time boom in these days. The industry is flooded with footfalls of
foreign places retail giants; in this example the discussion is open on the survival of kirana stores
(unorganized retailers) in India. Retailing in India is one of the pillars of its economy and money owed for
14 to fifteen percentage of its GDP. The customer flavor is likewise converting consistent with the
alternate in entire retailing surroundings. Wal-Mart coming into in Indian market continues to be talk of
the metropolis within the USA. The authorities of India have allowed 51% FDI in multi brand retailing.
India is one of the quickest developing retail markets in the global, with 1.24 billion people .the main
awareness of the research can be highlighting the equipment that could assist kirana shops to provide a
higher retail mix for attracting more customers and their securing their long term lifestyles.
KEYWORDS: Organized Retailing, Unorganized Retailing, FDI, Retail Mix, Consumer Behavior.
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Introduction
The Indian retail enjoy has long gone past the conventional brick–and-mortar save and consists of
several contact factors along with online stores, social networks, call centers, etc. changing monetary
dynamics, diverse selections in products and services, numerous purchasing formats and unprecedented
get entry to to facts has empowered customers to anticipate greater from their retail enjoy. The current
monetary downturn has taught region to the customers. in these day’s hastily converting and digitally
connected global, customers are more price- aware even as making buy choices.
India’s retail marketplace is predicted to touch a whopping Rs. 47 trillion (us$ 782.23 billion)
through 2017–18, expanding at a compounded annual boom price (cagr) of 15 per cent, according to a
take a look at via a main business body. the total organized retail deliver in 2015 stood at approximately
four.7 million square toes (sq.feet), witnessing a sturdy year-on-year (y-o-y) boom of about seventy eight
in line with cent over the overall mall deliver of 2.five million squaretoes in 2013. The overseas direct
investment (FDI) inflows in unmarried-emblem retail buying and selling during the duration April, 2000–
January, 2014 stood at us$ 98.sixty six million, as per statistics released via branch of commercial
coverage and merchandising (dipp). As of 2013, India’s retailing enterprise became essentially owner
manned small stores. in 2010, large format comfort shops and supermarkets accounted for
approximately 4 percent of the industry, and those were present only in massive urban centers. India’s
retail and logistics enterprise employs about forty million Indians three. 3% of Indian population. On 7
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December, 2012, the federal government of India allowed fifty one% FDI in multi-logo retail in India. The
authorities managed to get the approval of multi-brand retail in the parliament regardless of heavy uproar
from the competition (the NDA and Leftist events).some states will allow foreign supermarkets like walmart, tesco and Carrefour to open even as different states will not.
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Boulding et al. 1993 in a provider context, common delight is much like overall opinions of carrier
exceptional. compared with extra episode-based or transaction-precise measures of overall
performance, usual evaluations are much more likely to steer the client behaviors that help a firm,
inclusive of positive word of mouth and repurchase. historically, pleasure has been used to
provide an explanation for loyalty as behavioral intentions together with likelihood of repurchasing
and recommending.
Rama Venkatachalam and Arwah Madan (2012) of their have highlighted on degree of charges ,
great of clean groceries & availability of unique fruits and veggies, display & cleanliness and
hygiene, home transport & credit facility supplied by using both the prepared and unorganized
retailer. trade in client choice has been observed at the same time as buying sparkling grocery
from unorganized or organized outlets. the author has additionally stated that organized retailing is
doing the proper matters to maintain, continue to exist and grow.
According to Ms. Monika Talreja and Dr. Dhiraj Jain (2013) both contemporary and conventional
retailers will co-exist in India for some time to return, as both of them have their own aggressive
blessings. The kirana stores have a low- cost shape, vicinity benefit, and patron familiarity while
prepared retail gives a mixture of product width and intensity and a better buying revel in.
prepared retailing is turning into a destination save for purchasing sparkling fruit and vegetable.
Naganathan Venkatesh (2013) in his paper has noted typical forecast from extraordinary
researches have stated that retail boom will grow 15 to twenty percent over the following 5 years,
based totally on robust basics of macroeconomic situations of India and its younger population
rising disposable incomes and rapid urbanization. key fulfillment factor for foreign retail buyers are
the younger populace of India’s who are underneath the age of 25, a massive capability
marketplace is ready to explore and the net accessibility is likewise a key issue where from rural
to city metropolis everyone has the easy get admission to the internet. As many as 121 million
Indians have net get entry to, and more than half of them access the net thru their cellular phones.
Garbarino and Johnson 1999; Morgan and Hunt 1994) Affective dedication is a warmer, or
more emotional, issue that develops through the diploma of reciprocity or private involvement that
a consumer has with a corporation, which results in a better stage of trust and commitment.
Sanjay Manocha and Anoop Pandey (2012) has mentioned modern-day retailing isn't chance to
unbiased mother and pop shops as maximum of the consumers said that they by no means
stopped visiting kirana save. organized retailing is beneficial for India as it’s now not alarming to
create battle with unorganized stores however reshaping unorganized shops into nascent
prepared shops. the writer has also mentioned the growth of modern retailing in India which isn't
at a completely fast tempo.
Lakshmi Narayana k, Ajata Shathru Samal and P Nagaraja Rao (2013) of their study
unorganized outlets inside the place of organized retailers are heavily affected in terms of profit and
quantity. the elements which can be attracting the clients closer to unorganized stores are region
comfort, goodwill, credit facility, bargaining, free objects, handy timings, and home shipping.
Mitul Deliya, Bhavesh Parmar and Dr. K. K. Patel (2012) has targeted of their examine titled
impact of organized retailers on unorganized shops, the finding endorse that there may be a
decrease in no. of footfalls of the customer journeying unorganized retail because of emergence
of more prepared stores .any other finding of the paper endorse that majority of middle class is
buying from unorganized stores.
Swapna Pradhan in her e-book “retailing control text & cases” this book will provide a wide
photograph of Indian retailing and international attitude. The book through light on a entire
expertise on retailing from its evolution to the current market situation and rising formats of
retailing and its global growth. The sorts of stores and vicinity strategies and its importance
additionally deliver entire retail know-how.
According to Deloitte (global powers of retailing 2013) a sturdy retail approach ought to consist
of: a robust imaginative and prescient of the revel in the patron goals throughout all channels, a
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nimble running version which could adapt because the retail surroundings changes, a deep
knowledge of a way to help the imaginative and prescient thru imaginative digital answers and
retail technology, including playbooks to operationalise the omni-channel strategy.
According to Dr. Seema S. Shenoy, Dr. Sequeira and Dr. Devaraj, K. (2013) India as a
commercial enterprise possibility for international retailers. The development of Indian retail has
been mentioned inside the paper. The prepared quarter current situation has been also concluded
as growing at a frenzied pace. From a simple pastime of selling in small markets to a more stateof-the-art assignment of bidding online, retailing has showcased numerous a success bureaucracy
and aspects. India has been discussed as a young kingdom having 60% population inside 35
years and a big marketplace.
Sivaraman P. (2010) in his paper has the impact of prepared retailing on unorganized retailing
has been targeted. in step with the author there are few essential factors which are measured by
using clients even as shopping from any retail outlet like collection of the products save proximity ,
emblem choices, charge, save ambience, credit score availability, shop image, and enhances.
M. Hameedunissa (2013) in his paper patron psychology toward supermarkets has focused how
people’s mind, beliefs and notion affect patron conduct. The position of customers psychology has
been mentioned in this paper that how it impacts a patron towards buying from any outlet.
Indian retail market opening more doors (Deloitte report) prepared retail, which constitutes
eight in keeping with cent of the entire retail marketplace, will grow a lot faster than conventional
retail. it's far expected to gain a higher percentage within the developing pie of the retail market in
India. diverse estimates positioned the percentage of prepared retail as 20 in step with sent by
means of 2020.
According to R.K. Srivastava (2013) retail in India and retail in South Africa has been compared
inside the examine. The finding shows that branding of the retail keep is actively accompanied in
South Africa however in India shops perceives it as a part of enterprise. Safety device on
purchase & prevention of robbery is good in South Africa than Indian system and it must be
advanced as a prime concern. The segmentation approach for both the nations stores are rather
matching that are on the idea of profits and age.
According to PWC report (2012) the driving forces for Indian retail enterprise are, better incomes
driving the purchase of important and non-essential products, evolving consumption patterns of
Indian customers, new era and lifestyle tendencies growing substitute call for growth in rural
profits as well as urbanization ,boom in smooth access to credit score and client attention ,growth
of contemporary change layout across urban, tier i, tier ii and tier iii cities and towns and rapid
urbanization and growing trend closer to nuclear households
According to Manish Jain, Shilpa Raghuwansh, Anamika Hardia and Abhiruchi
Arora availability and variety, provider, ambience/show of the shop, reductions and price,
exceptional of goods and advertising are the principal factors which are considered and preferred
by clients while choosing a organized store for purchasing.
Cherukuri Jayasankaraprasad ( 2010) has studied the more than one discriminant analysis for
the numerous present retail codecs considering physical surroundings (ambience, save design
and visible vending), task definition (everyday purchase, purchase in huge quantities and getting
thoughts / knowing new merchandise), perceived danger (time, financial, and physical), temporal
components (time spent and convenient timing hours), and social interactions and studies have
tremendous affect on supermarket and hypermarket store layout desire choices.
Dr. Sangeeta Mohanty (2012) in their observe drivers of retail buying has centered extra on
patron mind-set closer to huge bazaar and buying department shops, has additionally studied the
age clever desire to the stated stores. The observe is also putting some mild on save preference
behavior based on product offered and locational conveniences on gender basis.
R. Sathya and Dr. S. Sheela Rani (2012) have achieved their studies on private labels (store’s
own emblem). grocery and food shops are capable of popularize their non-public labels brands,
which have attracted consumers and have created keen hobby in making buy choice of these
manufacturers. non-public label logo is emerging due to the growth of organized stores.
Karthikeyan Sundarraj (2011) has carried out a look at of clothing customers on wide range of
their choices on apparel shopping for. Social obligation and green style has additionally
considered even as analyzing.
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Anuja Shukla, Ankur Shukla (2013) the authors have targeted on shifting preference of
customer from conventional retail to rising new retail codecs. Price of consumer to be dealt with as
a king can be seen nowadays because of the opposition. The shopping revel in of increasing
because of increase in the percentage of organized retailing.
•
Nisha Rathore in her paper has shown a retailing boom from kirana shops to supermarkets. She
has additionally stated that how the shift has taken area from kirana to supermarkets emergence.
They have a look at has been executed for reading customer behavior for each kirana stores and
rising retail formats. Unorganized retailers near prepared retailers have been adversely affected in
terms of their extent of enterprise and profit. Unorganized retail has maintained employment tiers
perhaps because of aggressive reaction.
•
Gupta and Tandon have highlighted the preference of purchaser closer to unorganized and
organized retailing. in courting observe of researcher majority of the patron of all age decide upon
kirana stores on weekly and month-to-month basis but the more youthful technology have began
prefers organized stores. so it may be taken from the paper that age has a significant role closer
to store preference.
Conclusion
The Indian organized sector is emerging, in this situation it is important for small retailers to keep
the below mention point in their mind and draft a new strategy for their long time survival.

•

Level of prices,
Quality of fresh groceries & availability of exotic fruits and vegetables,
Display & cleanliness and hygiene,
Home delivery & credit facility,
Variety
Service
Ambience
Some of the finding are younger era have started out preferring prepared outlets, grocery and
food outlets are able to popularize their non-public labels brands, key achievement component for foreign
retail traders are the more youthful population of India’s who are underneath the age of 25, a massive
potential market is waiting to explore and the internet accessibility is likewise a key issue in which from
rural to city. Every person has the clean get right of entry to the internet.
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